Abstract -Gold nanoshells have gained attention recently due to their versatile optical properties. In particular, their spectrally selective extinction has been exploited for experimental medical applications, functional coatings and contrast enhancement for analytical techniques. Here we discuss nanoshells and the formation of gold nanorings by the galvanic replacement of Ag nanosphere template particles. Hollow Au/Ag nanoshells can be converted to nanorings upon addition of excess HAuCl 4 . Nanorings present a distinct particle geometry, with optical properties exhibiting characteristics of both nanorods and nanoshells.
INTRODUCTION
Two main classes of nanoshells dominate current literature: core-shell and hollow nanoparticles. Nanoshell optical response may be tuned by adjusting the ratio of the inner diameter to the outer diameter. This can be achieved by varying the template particle radius or increasing the thickness of the metal shell.
Core-shell particles consist of a dielectric core (e.g. inorganic or polymer) sheathed by a thin metallic layer. Gold core-shell particles were introduced by Zhou et. al. in 1994 where Au 2 S-Au (core-shell) nanoparticles were shown to have a red-shifted optical response initially attributed to quantum confinement due to the dimensions of the thin shell [1] . However, Averitt et. al. provided evidence that for the case of metal shells quantum confinement effects would broaden the extinction spectrum but not shift the maxima [2] . Additionally, Averitt et. al. also suggested an alternative formation mechanism where gold nucleates on core particles and in solution, which is supported by kinetics data measured by spectrometry. This is opposed to the original diffusive reduction of Au 2 S core particles, presented by Zhou et. al. which ultimately resulted in solid gold particles.
Silica core nanoshells represent another architecture popularized by Halas et. al. [3] [4] [5] . In this case the silica nanoparticles are functionalized with an aminosilane molecule to facilitate attachment of small metal seed particles (typically silver or gold). Additional metal is then electrolessly deposited to form a continuous shell. Polymeric core particles (e.g.) have also been utilized as templates in this procedure [6] .
In contrast, hollow nanoparticles are made by galvanic replacement of a metallic template nanoparticle of lesser standard redox potential. For gold nanoshells template particles of silver [7] [8] [9] and cobalt [10] have been demonstrated. Structure of the hollow particle is dependent on the template particle, i.e. for any shape of template particle an hollow analogue is possible [9] . The resulting nanoshell is an alloy of gold and silver, where excess addition of tetrachloroauric acid results in the replacement of remaining silver resulting in reconstruction and formation of 'pinholes', ultimately leading to fragmentation (Fig. 1 ).
Triangular frames (ring-like) nanoparticles have been synthesized by the galvanic replacement reaction using silver triangles as a template [11] . Nanorings have also been synthesized via galvanic replacement utilizing silver nanodisk templates [12] . Colloidal lithography has also been used to synthesize nanorings [13] . In this case, polystyrene spheres are dispersed on a substrate by electrostatic selfassembly. A 20 -40 nm gold film is then deposited at normal incidence with respect to the substrate. Argon beam ion etching is then used to remove the gold film. During the etch process secondary sputtering creates the ring structure around the base of the polystyrene spheres. Finally, the spheres are removed by UV-ozone treatment leaving freestanding ring structures.
Due to the tuneability of the optical properties and structure of nanoshells and nanorings, there are a broad range of applications that may benefit from the use or inclusion of these particles. Nanoshells, in particular, have already Hollow Au/Ag particle formation demonstrated versatility with experimental validation for diagnostic and therapeutic medical applications [14] [15] [16] , surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy [17, 18] and chemical [4, 19, 20] and biosensors [21, 22] . Nanorings can also provide significant enhancements in these applications with proof-of-concept for sensing applications [23] . In addition to being an alternative to nanoshells, nanorings also exhibit polarization-dependent optical properties.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Calculations were performed using an implementation of the discrete dipole approximation, DDSCAT v 6.1 [24, 25] . The discrete dipole approximation is used to calculate absorption and scattering properties of a target using an array of polarizable point dipoles. An inter-dipole spacing (IDS) < 1 nm is satisfactory for most cases, confirmed in this case by the convergence of the absorption efficiency. A torus was used for the calculation of the optical properties of the nanorings. A comparison of DDSCAT with Mie theory using a 49 nm radius gold sphere in vacuum with an IDS of 2.5 nm and 24464 occupied lattice sites gives Q abs values of 3.3 and 3.2 at a peak position of 520 nm (DDSCAT and Mie respectively).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Formation of the Au/Ag alloy nanoshell occurs at the expense of silver metal, as favored by the standard reduction potentials (0.99 V and 0.80 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode, Au and Ag respectively). Using template particles of such small diameter presents difficulties for achieving high yields, whereas larger diameter particles are less troublesome [8] . Upon addition of excess HAuCl 4 (step 5, figure 1 ), pin-hole formation is induced. This is due to dealloying of the nanoshell which results in cage-like structures and ultimately fragmentation. Figure 2 shows a mix of cagelike and nanoring structures.
We have found that a distinct population (~10 %) of gold nanorings results when we use C 16 TAB -stabilized template particles in conjunction with excess tetrachloroauric acid (Fig. 2) . The formation mechanism of these nanorings is still uncertain. However, it is known that C 16 TAB binds preferentially to (010) and (001) gold crystallographic facets [26] . This gives the possibility of preferential binding and protection at the 'equator' of the hollow nanoparticle, and localized reconstruction and "pin-hole" formation at other sites.
DDSCAT was used to approximate the extinction properties of nanorings of varied aspect ratio (figure 3). Aspect ratio (AR) is defined as the ratio of the outer diameter (OD) to the ring thickness. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that nanorings exhibit two plasmon modes. A fixed low intensity peak at 510 nm corresponds to oscillations across the plane of the nanoring. The dominant peak of the extinction spectrum is attributed to oscillations within the plane and is proportional to the aspect ratio. Intensities in Fig. 3 may be overestimates due to the small size of the nanorings and the exclusion of surface scattering effects in DDSCAT. The mean free path of electrons in gold and silver is of the order of 40 -50 nm [27] . Oscillating electrons in nanoparticles smaller than this distance will suffer plasmon damping due to surface scattering events which reduces the intensity of the absorption and increases the peak width.
Despite the thickness of each ring being 10 nm, the effective mean free path is slightly greater and can be approximated using an expression determined for nanoshells by Granqvist et. al. [28] (as cited by Mulvaney [29] ). The effective mean free path for each nanoring is 12.6, 14.4 and 15.9 nm for AR 3, 4 and 5 nanorings respectively.
The optical properties of nanorings can be either dependent or independent of polarization depending on their orientation with respect to incident light. Nanorings dispersed on a two dimensional substrate oriented with their plane parallel to the substrate (i.e. flat) will be independent of the polarization of incident light (for an angle of incidence of 90 o ). However, for rings oriented perpendicular to the substrate the transverse and planar plasmon modes may be excited selectively by changing the polarization.
IV. CONCLUSION
Hollow Au nanoparticles can be formed from 5 nm diameter or larger Ag template particles by galvanic replacement. Subsequent formation of nanorings presents an intriguing development. Gold nanorings are shown to have an optical response that has a single peak, like nanoshells, but which can be polarization dependent, like nanorods. This unique combination of properties presents an additional possibility for the application of plasmonically active anisotropic nanoparticles.
